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Sets/Stamps:   Inspired by Nature 
Accessories List:     
Baja Blue cardstock (four pieces cut 5 ½ x 4 ¼) cut 
with the Big Shot and the ‘Scallop Envelope Bigz 
Die’; Stampin’ Write markers: Not Quite Navy,  
Night of Navy, Close to Cocoa & Chocolate Chip;  
Baja Breeze Double-Stitched Grosgrain ribbon 
(15”); Kiwi Kiss/Very Vanilla 2-sided satin ribbon (4 
inches); Whisper White cardstock (cut   ), Kiwi Kiss 
cardstock (cut  ), Urban Garden DSP, Sticky Strip™ double sided tape, glue dots 
 

 
1.  Ink the flower head with Close to Cocoa 
marker and then add dimension by touching it 
up with Chocolate Chip marker.  Color the petals 
with Not Quite Navy and touches of Night of 
Navy, color the stem with Old Olive. 

 
2.  “huff” the stamp with a warm breath to rewet 
before laying the small vanilla rectangle on it to 
transfer the image. 

 
3. Ink the ‘grass’ side of the stamp in Old Olive 
and then stamp the flower with *just* the tips of 
the grass…. and viola!   Layer this stamped image 
on the Kiwi Kiss rectangle provided. 

 
4.  Using the Sizzix Big Shot, put two of the Baja 
Blue quarter sheets on top of the Scalloped 
Envelope *exclusive* die and run it through. 

 
5.  You will repeat that again to get a total of four 
mini envelopes 

 
6.  Cut off the side tabs from two of the four 
envelopes and put adhesive on the side tabs of 
the remaining two envelope tabs. 

 
7.  Adhere the envelopes together as shown.  The 
scallop will be the top and the other end will be 
the bottom 

 
8.  Use glue dots to hold the bottom shut 

 
9.  Wrap the strip of DSP around the box and then 
adhere the ribbon around the box as well over 
that.  Cover the box side that comes up short 
with the layered flower (adhering with sticky 
strip) then add a knot of satin ribbon as shown 

 


